FALLON YOUNG

Fallon is a British secret agent, expert in using her seductive wiles to get her own way. That, and killin'. She has just returned from her most recent assignment - to assassinate a terrorist leader at his wedding - and is now building a network in Romania to capture a suspected war criminal. Although she was trained from birth by her father to be a "sexy superspy," she is unhappy with her work, as she hates causing pain. Wherever possible, she tries to avoid taking the violent way.

Fallon has an Oxford education, most of which she has forgotten. She can get through almost any situation with her inherent cool and British humour. Her only weaknesses are freaky moonbabies and a tendency to see everything as an opportunity for a harebrained scheme. Fallon's adventures are chronicled at http://www.bobbins.org/ and, more recently, http://www.scarygoround.com/

Fallon has...
Below average strength. (D20)
Amazing agility (D8)
Reasonable health (D10)
Extensive but warped knowledge of the world (D12)
Above average powers of perception (D10)
Quite ridiculous luck (D8)
The teensiest trickle of magical power (D30)

Fallon is...
An expert spy. (D8)
Preternaturally sexy. (D6)
A veteran of record store management. (D10)
Rather bad at singing. (D20)
A reluctant gunwoman. (D12)
Barely able to remember the few spells she learnt. (D30)
A trained disguise artist. (D10)